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Cast of Characters
(in order of appearance)

Leah ............ Alison Horowitz
Todd ............ Reed Campbell
Ed ................. Henry Reed
Lorraine ........... Amy Sizer
Mara ........ Maxine Phoenix
Ethan ............ Ryan Brophy

Time:
April, 1982

Place:
A storage unit and house in Addison, Alabama.
A house in Highland, Arkansas. Memories.

There will be no intermission.
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WARNING Please be advised that this production contains mature language and themes.
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PLAYWRIGHT’S NOTE
This is a play about bodies. What we do with them, what others do with them and to them, and what happens to them once we aren’t “them” any longer. The “bodies” of this play aren’t frozen in the slowness and silence of trauma or death — they live in the loud of the dark and the flash-blinding heat of the light. When our bodies collide with the other bodies that we find in the dark with us, we might scrape against each other or catch fire. But maybe we’re supposed to bleed or burn. Maybe that’s the only way we figure out that we can do both and still find light. The people in this play are a congregation of exhumation. And someone’s gotta help me dig.

PLAYWRIGHT’S BIO
Ashley Rose Wellman is an MFA Dramatic Writing Candidate at USC, where she also received her BA in Communication in 2013. Seven of her plays have been produced at USC in the past five years, including full-lengths Gravidity and Living Creatures and five one-acts. She has also had plays read and produced at the Valdez Last Frontier Theatre Conference, The Pasadena Playhouse, the University of Alaska at Anchorage, and Pittsburgh’s Throughline Theatre Company. That Long Damn Dark will be featured in the upcoming Play Lab at the 2015 Last Frontier Theatre Conference.

DIRECTOR’S BIO
Jonathan’s directing credits include Angels In America, Our Town, Cloud Tectonics, Follow (L.A. Broadway World Nomination), Piano Man (Best of Hollywood Fringe Festival), Dracula, I Am To Die Soon, Blind Me Tender, Living Creatures, and Comedy, Death, and a New Ferrari. He has worked with the Pasadena Playhouse, Playwrights’ Arena, Pacific Resident Theatre, Ensemble Studio Theatre/ Los Angeles, Watts Village Theatre Company, USC Visions and Voices, and USC Spectrum, among others. At USC, Jonathan has served as a guest instructor, a dramaturg and a directing consultant. Jonathan is a respondent for the Kilroy List 2015 and was an application review panelist for the Los Angeles County Arts Commission’s Theatre Grant Program. He serves as the New Works Lab Coordinator and as Vice Chair of the Alliance of Los Angeles Playwrights (www.laplaywrights.org), in addition to being the Founding Artistic Director of Arts Bottega (www.artsbottega.org). Jonathan is a graduate of the USC School of Dramatic Arts.
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